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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: I have 20 years of previous community experience in the City of Atlanta, PTA president at George Towns Elementary school, active member in West End for 20 years with having help to raise money to send young people on to college. Also, involved in West End Tour of Homes that encouraged and brought new families into the neighborhood starting in the mid-1970's. I had discussions with Herman Russell in the mid-80's and encouraged him to build 34 homes in the West End Community. Helped to get the West End Merchant Coalition started under Maynard Jackson through a federal grant and I am still an active participant today. As a result the West End Merchants Coalition formly worked for 8 years under my guidance and hard work to get the West End CID formalized and operational through city legislation in 2017.  In the mid-90's, I was selected to be on georgia's Main Street Advisory Task Force to come up with regulations for small cities in Georgia to have commercially successful to have Main Street projects such as retail in their downtown areas. The first two that came about in our area was East Point and College Park. Worked for 9 years as Administative Assistant to Fulton County Board of Commissioners. Worked 3 years as City of Atlanta Neighborhood Planning Unit Coordinator.
West End CID, West End Merchants Coalition, Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter 1118, Martin Luther King Merchants Association, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,important groups for future development District 4.




	Text4: First of all, we need to have some good customer service training with our employees on all levels. I believe that this needs to be done city-wide. I think we need to look at each department to see where we have gaps where we are not pproviding good and satifactory city services. Plus we need to ask the customer what are some of the problems. Then take a bite of the apple one bite at a time. We may need to look at anywhere from 2 to 4 items in each department that we can make improvements on. And while we may not be able to solve every problem we can certainly make needed inmprovements in those areas that have the problems.
	Text5: I would think many of as Council Members would want to take the opportunity to sit down and talk with much of the leadership in Buckhead. It should be a partnership between the future Mayor and the Council going and talking with them together as government leaders. I believe that they know that they have not received enough attention from the present administration and are frustrated. But, I would hope that we would not do as Detroit did back in the late 1960's. Once the money left Detroit the city pretty much crumbled. The major business people decided to come back in the mid-90's and rebuilt the downtown area. The buckhead problem is solvable with out Buckhead forming its own city. I would hope that we don't make the same mistake and send Atlanta 40 years back in time. 
	Text6:  i believe that wecan look at other forms of taxation. Such as if the business community does not object we can look at adding a dollar or less onto concert tickets, and other entertainments. We need to continue to use our Infrastructure Bond Referendem program. We have not increased impact fees since it's inception over 20 years ago. We need to increase those fees so that we can put new sidewalks where they are needed. 
	Text7: As you know we have transparencey in the city of atlanta and we just hired an Attorney General to oversee our Ethics policy and we have the Ethics Department. And if there are any criminal charges that are found we have our Law Department that can also send charges over to the Fulton County District Attorney's Office. We have a transparency through the new check book city policy that was adopted in 2018.
	Text8: We need to make sure that we thouroughly vet potential candidates who want to join the academy. We may really need to look at police officers that have alot of complaints in their files and determine if they need additional training or maybe they need some mental health counseling and with a few they may need to be released from the Police Department. We need to provide more sensitivity training while the recruits are in the academy.
	Text9: For those that are mentally ill the Atlanta Diversion Program is essential. There are people who get off their medication and can become a danger to themselves and to others. The City Council in the 2021 budget increased the diversionary positions and added an additonal 1800 slots. Because it's inportant for APD to have social work type assistance available them on an as needed basis.
	Text10: We need to continue to offer incentives to developers and businesses globally because Atlanta is competeing on a global market. We have to stay abreast and be competitive. We need to make sure that we have a good relation with state government and with the Department of Community Affairs to continue enhance and attract businesses to the City of Atlanta.
	Text11: We need to retrain our population starting in high school and put the trade back into our educational system. Right now, the people in the trades are making more money than the people with college degrees. 
	Text13: The pandemic has really hurt small businesses, and convention industry including hotels. We need to work with the Department of Community Affairs and with the U.S. Commerce Department to provide some grant dollars that will help to temporarily stablize some of these industries. We need encourage our Congress to make it less owneress for small businesses to get receive federal dollars. A lot of the PPP money was left on the table because many small businesses said that the paperwork took more time and money than actually getting the loan.
	Text14: There are some income levels that are being left out for affordable housing. The level of affordable housing should go up to about 85,000 a year because houses have become more expensive and therefore we need to raise the level of affordability. Most banks are all trying to capture the same level income of people. affordable housing ought to have various levels of median income going from 40,000 up to 100,000.
	Text15: The money that Congress gave out needed to be properly dispursed so that landlords could get their monies so that they can pay the banks. 
	Text16: So far things are going well. They are in touch with Councilmembers on a regular basis regarding conceptual designs, community meetings and forums that they want to see take place in our districts. We are making sure that we help Marta coordinate getting information out to affected areas where needed improvements need to take place. Through the process to make sure that they are concerned about transportation issues and can bring ideas to the table on how to increase Marta ridership.
	Text17: We need to hire more quality contractors to get the job done.
	Text18: It's important, we need to continue to emphasize substainability as we move along the continuum of growth in the city.
	Text2: Public Safety, hire more police officers, eliminate signature bonds in certain instances. I  am on the National Civil and Human Right Board and initiated sensitivity training for APD officers to attend classes. I would continue to encourage this training. To reinstate foot patrol in each police zone through the recruits that come out of the academy. Get more police on bicycles.

Homelessness-To encourage and reinfisize through our member organization, Georgia Municipal Association that the State of Georgia needs to put more money into homeless programs and not reduce funding as they have in the last 15 to 30 years. I just came back from a GMA Conference on August 8th and all Mayor's and City Council Members were discussing homelessness in their cities and how the State of Georgia government was pushing more of the states resposibility of homelessness on cities. The State and Fulton County are the government entities that are responsible for social services. Theres a need to get with our state elected officials and help them understand that cities are not capable of shouldering all aspects of homeless and the state should provide ample dollars to help aid the homeless population.
Infrasture - Encourage our Congressional leaders to pass the infrusture bill that is befor them and give them tours in the City of Atlanta that are in desperate need for infrastructure.
 
	Text 3: I lead by example. When I have done various projects in the district, I have talked to other collieges that may have some of the same issues and give them my strategies on how I resolved the situations or how I was abke to solicit outside agencies to assist with problems. 


